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Caro has been with us as Director of Funding & Partnerships for a little over a year now.
When I asked them to reflect on their time at Head & Hands so far, they responded, “I’m the
same person, but version 2.0.”
For Caro, “version 2.0” manifested in them taking their advocacy to a new level. “Asking for
money doesn’t feel greedy anymore. I fight for it, I’m allowed to push, because it’s for people I
care about who so often aren’t in a position to ask for themselves.”
Of course, our new building is a perfect example of the “version 2.0” model: same old Head
& Hands, in a shiny new space. This year in fundraising & communications has been much the
same: a new website, a slew of high profile press appearances both in TV and
print, and securing a first grant for the medical clinic’s transition to electronic
medical records. This year has been the first stage of Head & Hands’
regeneration as we look towards our 50th birthday.

4 THINGS

YOU

RICHENDA GRAZETTE

Director of Fundraising & Development

MADE
POSSIBLE:

STI
1. 300
SCREENINGS
LEGAL
2. 59
CLINICS
WORKSHOPS
3. 79
OFFERED BY THE
ORGANIZATION

4.
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425 COUNSELLING
APPOINTMENTS
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VISION, MISSION, IMPACT
OUR VISION:

A society in which all youth are participants and are inspired by the endless possibilities
available to them.
OUR MISSION:

Our mission is to work with youth to promote their physical and mental wellbeing. Our approach is preventative, inclusive, non-judgmental, and holistic, with a
fundamental commitment to providing an environment that welcomes youth without
discrimination. We facilitate social change and the empowerment of youth based on
their current needs within our community and society at large.

“For the past 13 years, I have had a very inspiring experience working
with Head & Hands’ board members and staff: serving on the Board
of the NDG Community Council, collaborating with us in our events
and activities. During these years, I observed with great admiration
their contagious involvement, energy and dedication. They are a great
community model.”
— Halah Al-Ubaidi, Executive Director,
Conseil communautaire Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

SUPPORTING YOUTH WHERE
THEY’RE AT:

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
AND BOARD PRESIDENT
Head and Hands family,
What an exciting year.
We’re finally at our new, long-term home at the former Benny library and we couldn’t be
more thrilled to finally plant roots in a building tailored to our community’s needs. The space
is ramp accessible, and finally brings the Young Parents Program together with direct services!
Our open house in January 2018 was a major success: clients, donors, and community
members from NDG and beyond stopped by to warmly connect with the new building as well YUAN STEVENS
as each other.
President Board of Directors
With a new space comes a new vision.
Our home and building at 3465 Benny Avenue provides capacity for incredible growth, change,
and re-imagining for what’s to come. We’re using this new space as incentive to reflect on the
strategic visioning of Head & Hands: where we’ve come from, and where we’re going years
down the road. We’re so grateful that you’ve been part of this journey.
We can’t wait for what’s to come.
And we hope you’ll continue to be there for every step of the way — whether you make
music at J2K, use any of our other services, volunteer at events like Serve, generously support
the work we do, or anything in between!

ANDREA CLARKE

Director

AMPLIFYING YOUTH VOICES:

A model built not on generalizing,
but on ensuring that our services are
tailored to every youth’s needs, to
help them define and implement
their own solutions.

Promoting and representing the
voices of Montreal’s youth in
our networks, so that those who
would otherwise not be heard
are listened to carefully.

HELPING YOUTH HELP EACH
OTHER:

Encourage youth to lead the way in
everything we do, opening up diverse
opportunities for them to share
their knowledge and passion,
and to shape their
communities.
4
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STAGE 1

SOIL: “THE BASICS”
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SOCIAL

One particular focus of Rhonda’s year has
been the mental health and well-being
of youth as they exit youth protection.
Rhonda receives numerous referrals
from Batshaw Youth and Family Centres
throughout the year, as youth in and
leaving care look to receive support
and resources. With her two precocious
interns, Rhonda worked on creating a
long-term solution that goes beyond oneto-one counselling. Youth experiences
were the driving force of the project. All
our program coordinators highlight the
importance of a feedback loop in creating
tailored services that youth can actually
benefit from in their own learning and
education. In this regard Rhonda’s budding
Youth in Care project has been able to
build upon the material and knowledge
garnered from actively engaging with
youth. Youth create the foundation
of ideas and policies to propagate a
genuinely inclusive vision of the future,
where they can blossom individually, and
meet youth with similar experiences.

Even while working on long term goals,
Rhonda still sees 15 clients on average a
week. Her dedicated scheduling provides
a constant for young people who rely
on regular support anywhere between
weekly and once in a while. Rhonda
also leaves openings in her schedule for
crisis calls or clients who need an urgent
resource.

THIS YEAR, RHONDA’S
APPOINTMENTS
CAME FROM:

27 referrals through
Youth Protection
Services

9 referrals through the

11 referrals through
school

courts
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MEDICAL

Each year our Medical Services go above
and beyond to ensure that youth can receive
medical care that is tailored to their needs.
Our Health Coordinator Mylène not only
oversees the clinic, but most importantly,
builds relationships with our clients and
works diligently to ensure that they have a
positive experience of health care at Head
& Hands. It is far too easy to feel unseen
or unacknowledged when accessing health,
particularly when trying to access it as a
marginalized youth. Our approach is as vital
to the program as seeing the physician.To
optimize patient care, we engage with our
clients on how to prioritize their knowledge
as human beings who know their bodies best,
and are looking for the care to match.

238 client

interventions via
text or instant
messaging

266 in-person
interventions, 11% were
family related, 10% food
security, 9% drugs, 8%
housing, 8% school

STREET WORK

This year our budding Street Work team
laid important groundwork for service and
resource-building in NDG. Devon and Liz
continue to visit community centres and
group homes, making regular rounds to
engage with youth in care and the institutions
closest to them. During our move they were
able to maintain their rounds despite reduced
hours, which is especially crucial during the
winter: a precarious time of year for many
Street Work clients. In fact, throughout the
winter Liz collaborated with community
members on a Street Work “night patrol,”
distributing coffee, food, winter supplies, and
other gear.
The team has also taken an active role in
advocacy. Devon has participated in public
speaking as a means of amplifying the voice of
their clients, with a focus on transmasculine
people navigating institutional barriers to
basic needs such as shelter and healthcare.

This year, Health Coordinator Mylène and
Sense Project Coordinator Charlie have
presented this approach to health care

provision and education to youth and
community workers alike at multiple highprofile events and conferences. In August
2017, the Health team presented at Montreal
Pride, discussing the Head & Hands approach.
The presentation also discussed the idea that
queer approaches to sex and sexuality are for
everyone, and that queer models offer the
language and tools to shift paradigms around
sex education. In February 2018 the Team
also presented in Sudbury for teachers and
educators, benefitting from the city’s status
as the only bilingual city in Ontario. Outside
of presentations, the Health team were
routinely recognized as experts in their fields
by local media, providing seven interviews
on all platforms, in French, English - and
even Spanish. Topics included: sex education
reforms, the “abortion pill,” dental dams and
oral sex.

55% of our clinic
clients are new

44 new trans and
non-binary clients

In February they sat on a Healthcare
Accessibility for the Trans Community panel
as part of Concordia’s Pride Week.
How has the new space changed drug use
gear distribution? The freedom to design
our own space gave us the opportunity to
think about how we strike a balance between
confidentiality and destigmatization. Drug
use gear is now treated like other harm
reduction materials (condoms and lubricants):
you can grab it from shelves in the reception
area. However, we understand that stigma
still exists: off of the reception area we had
a closed room built for clients to consult
with staff, or pick up material in addition to a
dedicated room for accessing gear. This shift
in the gear bar, through increased visibility
and providing more accessible options for
clients based on their needs at the moment,
allows for the kind of nuance and space
clients deserve.

56 new male clients

“An important part of having the gear bar held in conjunction with the
reception (Information & Referral) is that it minimizes the assumption
that a person who uses drugs is necessarily a Street Work client. Street
Work does support folks who use drugs, but sometimes that support is
not centred on their identity as drug users. It is critical that youth feel
that Street Workers, and Head & Hands more generally, want to work
with them as a person, not as a patchwork of identities.”
8

— Liz, Street Worker
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STAGE 2

WATER: “EMPOWERMENT
THROUGH KNOWLEDGE”
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SENSE

With the provincial government piloting a
new sex education curriculum later this fall,
The Sense Project spent the first half of
2017-18 in reflection and preparation. As
youth needs change with time, Sense has
been mindful in keeping up by engaging with
youth and receiving their feedback to create
a richer understanding for both students, and
the Sense volunteers. Peer to peer education
establishes a rapport with students, where
facilitators break away from the top-down
model of information, instead acknowledging
youth as autonomous beings who are
facilitators of their own change. Sex isn’t an
undesirable subject that “breeds bad seeds”.
Sense ran 57 workshops, expanding the
project to four new schools this year. All our
workshops have garnered positive feedback
from students. Health Coordinator Charlie
tells us that after a workshop one student
came up to him and asked, “How can I be
you?”. In fact, one high school outside of
Montreal invited Charlie to walk in their
contingent in a Pride parade.

Outside of workshops, Sense has been
recognized by the community for its
important role in education. Charlie was
invited to meet with the CLSC to discuss
offering resources to immigrants, and with
social workers St. Luc High School to discuss
the approach of the program and possibilities
for the program to help social counseling in
high schools. Relationship building is essential
to offering students the best opportunities
to flourish, through a flow of information
available in accessible language and from a
harm reductive, non-judgmental approach.
One of Charlie’s main goals for the coming
year is to increase the Sense Project’s
capacity by taking more time to work on
French workshops, and recruiting more
francophone volunteers. As Charlie says,
in the face of the reform, “work will
have to be done to get a good
approach in both languages.”

57 workshops offered
by Sense to 929
people

65% of Sense’s
workshop recipients
are between 15-19
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INFO & REFERRAL

With Information & Referral Program being
the initial point of contact in our office,
the program often plants the seeds for an
ongoing connection and relationship with
Head & Hands. Starting in summer of 2017,
Bita began working with youth to complete
mandatory community service hours. For
Bita, fighting the stigma of criminalization
both within our organization and in the
community is one of the parallel goals in
working with people to complete mandatory
hours.

237 Legal

appointments

34 clients for
Commissioner of Oath

LEGAL PROGRAM

3 new volunteer
lawyers at the
Legal Clinic

This year the Legal Program has expanded
the community workshop series to better
address the issues that youth face in their
daily lives. This includes current topics
featured prominently in media, like the
legalization of cannabis and the upcoming
regulations surrounding it: demystifying
marijuana use, what it means to possess, what
it means to buy, and age restrictions that
could still result in youth being sanctioned.
The marijuana workshops clear up questions
through a circle of sharing without judgment
of participants’ habits.
Ralph, our Legal Coordinator, has also
worked closely with partner organizations
throughout the year. Covering five different
topics, a day-long workshop for a group
of thirteen at Youth Employment Services
Montreal equipped young people with
tools to step out into careers and into
the workforce. Ralph has also worked in
partnership with Centre Jeunesse Emploi
NDG and other local organizations to

provide workshops on employee rights, and
prepare them for the workplace.
At Jeunesse 2000, Ralph reached out to
budding musicians there through a workshop
on intellectual property rights. This workshop
is close to Ralph: as a musician himself,
he understands closely the importance of
offering workshops reaffirming that music
can be more than a hobby, that their ideas
are precious, and should be nurtured and
encouraged. Giving youth practical tools in
music creation legitimizes the future they
envision for themselves. Like workshops, the
legal clinic still remains one of those tools
for youth to navigate the legal system, which
affects them daily. Our volunteer lawyers
stem from backgrounds of life that mirror the
diversity of NDG and plethora of issues for
which clients seek legal advice. The program
strives to present more opportunities to
marginalized people and youth, for whom
ever a basic legal knowledge can greatly
impact their way of living.

Bita’s critical understanding of the prison
and justice system is reflected in the
way we talk and act. Our approach to
mandatory community service hours diverts
from common models: when someone
has broken a law, they are expected to
receive punishment. Bita challenges this by
implementing a much slower, much more
one-on-one approach, that invests in skillsbuilding and support. We place value in the

stories and experiences of youth who are
justice-involved, while bringing them into
our team through tasks going beyond menial
labour.
Bita’s second project this year was boots
distribution. Knowing that the field of
construction and manual labour is often
populated with migrant workers, we entered
a partnership with company VF Outdoors,
who originally provided steel-toed work
boots for Head & Hands to distribute.
Over the course of the year, the program
progressed with shipments of winter boots
for the increasing population of refugees
and asylum seekers. The connection made
by handing out a pair of boots can open the
doors for referrals within Head & Hands, and
to our partner organizations. To have safe
work conditions and to be equipped for the
weather is essential to surviving and quality
of life adjusting to this new environment.

Over 500 boots
distributed

60% of food pantry
clients were new to
Head & Hands

7 community service
volunteers

“I feel there’s more interest and demand for workshops, in comparison
to last year when we had to reach out to them ourselves. Surveys are
helping me work out that interest, and helps me tailor a workshop for
each group. Participants are asking more questions, more engaged with
the topics, and want to partake more in their own development.”
12

— Ralph, Legal Coordinator
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STAGE 3

SUNLIGHT: “PUT
A SHINE ON ‘EM”

THE YOUNG PARENTS PROGRAM

The Young Parents Program (YPP) prides
itself on close collaboration with participants,
both for events and in the programming itself.
At YPP, parents are valued and respected in
the ways they want to parent, bringing them
together to share their knowledge with each
other, and to build knowledge collectively.
Workshops are a big part of this collective
knowledge: content is catered to them, with
an understanding that they are people with
children, but that being parents is not their
whole identity. Through series of workshops
on self-care, for example, participants get
to take the time to learn alternative ways
to manage stress and ways to care for
themselves that they are not often given in
their daily lives. Workshop themes themselves

14

are often picked by YPP participants. Program
staff take time to listen to and incorporate
participant feedback, and listen to what
workshops parents want to keep or how
they would like the year of programming
to unfold. In this model, participants are
empowered with the space to make
decisions: this is a space that belongs to them.
Speaking of “space,” this year’s move of
Head & Hands to a new location on Benny
ave finally brought YPP under the same roof
as the individual services, after a year of
instability and frequent moving.YPP now has
a suite all to itself, featuring a large daycare
area and a beautiful industrial kitchen
space for the community meals and
pre-employability programming.

35 workshops,

outings, and special
activity days

8 Parents

employed as part of
the pre-employability
cooking program
15

INSTITUTIONAL ADVOCACY
Part of amplifying youth voices means representing the interests of our clients, and
using our platform to make their voices heard. Here’s how we are advocating for young
people in Montreal:

J2K had 429
more visits than
in 2016-17

EVENTS THAT WE ATTENDED, AND BOARDS THAT WE SIT ON

• Services intégrés en périnatalité et pour la petite enfance (SIPPE)
• Fédération du Québec pour le planning des naissances (FQPN)

• Annual Montreal Valentine’s Day Commemoration of Missing and Murdered Women
• Table de sécurité alimentaire NDG
• Table de concertation jeunesse NDG
• Conseil Communautaire NDG

109% increase in

• Rencontre des tables et organismes
- Département Régional Santé Publique de Montréal

the number of girls
attending

• Habitation Tango
• Carrefour Jeunesse Emploi NDG
• ROCAJQ
- regroupement des organismes communautaires
autonome jeunesse du Québec
JEUNESSE 2000

The goal at Jeunesse 2000 (J2K) is to give
youth a platform to engage their abilities
and shine in their own light. This year a
new workshop added to the full program
of activities included a fashion workshop
where each youth was given a basic t-shirt
to “experiment” on: the result was a diverse
array of creation based on a simple idea. For
Craig, a J2K participant, the t-shirt became
the birthplace of a broader project for the
program as a whole. Program Coordinator
Neil commissioned him to create a design, in
collaboration with former J2K youth Max, to
create a design for official J2K merchandise
that represents the vision of the space, and
that represents the J2K family.

This year the whole J2K team went to
l’Annexe at St. Luc High School. During
a lunch hour, they set up speakers and a
controller to do a demonstration of beatmaking. They opened up the floor for any
students who wanted to freestyle or rap
battle, giving them a chance to “let loose
for a second,” says J2K Animator Xavier, “It
spurs all their ideas and gets them thinking
creatively, which is especially important in a
place that’s more geared towards academics”.
Opportunities like these are also important
for animators. As Xavier says, “It brings
me out of my shell for a bit. With 100 kids
feeding off your energy, you can’t be self
conscious.You put yourself out there, invite
them to participate, and inspire them by
highlighting their raw talents”.

“We give them a space to do live shows, so they know how to use their
voice, hold a mic. We help create artists. We also build up their full
knowledge around how music works: they’ve got to know what they’re
up against which is why Ralph [The legal coordinator], does workshops
for them. Creating an artist who knows how to perform can’t be
achieved in one breath. ”
16

— Neil, J2K Program Coordinator

• QueerTech Hack-a-thon
• International Overdose Awareness Day
• The Montreal Pride Scientific Conference

The Head & Hands board
of directors met 10 times
following the AGM on
July 3rd 2017.

• SisterSong’s Reproductive Justice Conference
LETTERS OF SUPPORT

• ACTION LGBTQ with Immigrant and Refugee Women (AGIR) for a campaign on
behalf of trans migrants
• Public consultation on cannabis and joint advocacy by community harm reduction
organizations
• Le ROCAJQ pour protester contre le récent budget provincial
VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers and interns are an integral part of our organization—they are truly the
heart and soul of Head & Hands. This year, we were so thankful to have 126 people
who gave countless hours of their time. Our volunteers did their work with creativity
and devotion to raise awareness and support our programs and fundraising efforts. We
would like to thank our volunteers for their colossal efforts that make our programs
and services shine!
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OUR SUPPORTERS/PARTNERS
BUSINESSES

Please see online version to know who our kindly supporters and partners are.
Adrenaline Tattoos
Atelier Make
Bar Bifteck St-Laurent
Barfly
B-e:: well Alternative Therapies
Bierbrier Brewing Inc
Blue Skies Turn Black
Brutopia Brewpub
Burger Bar
Burgundy Lion
Cafe Campus
Chloe Nails
CJLO 1690AM
Co-op La Maison Verte
Compost Montreal
DFA tatouage
Dish Project Concordia
Dispatch Coffee
Distillerie
Eco Cartier
Enigma Tattoos
Esposito Groupe
Fairmount Bagels

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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Accenture - Accent on a
Community Partner Program
AGIR - Action LGBTQ with
immigrants and refugees
AIDS Community Care Montreal
(ACCM)
Arts NDG
Arts and Science Federation of
Associations
ASTT(e)Q
Batshaw Advisory Committee on
Diversity
Batshaw Support Link and Youth
and Family Services
Black Students Network of McGill
Cactus Montreal
Camp Cosmos
Canada Helps
Canadian Professional Association
for Transgender Health (CPATH)
Carrefour Jeunesse Emploi NDG
and CDN
CATIE - Canada’s source for HIV
and Hepatitis C information
Center for Gender Advocacy
Centre des Organismes
Communautaires (COCO)
Champlain College Lennoxville
CJLO
CKUT Radio
CLSC Monkland, Cavendish, and
NDG
COCQ-SIDA
Concordia Applied Human Sciences

Gamma Rentals
Grumpy’s Bar
Hurley’s Irish Pub Inc.
Imadake
Jean Coutu - Sherbrooke West,
NDG
John Michael’s Pub
LazerQuest
Le Chalet Tattoo Shop Privé
Lola Rosa Café
Mate Latte
Matrec Services
Mayrand Food
Metonymy Press
McGill-Queens University Press
McKibbins Irish Pub (Bishop)
McLean’s Pub
Milton Parc Recreative Association
Montreal Alouettes
Moog Audio
Mountain View
Paskalamak Tatouage
People’s Potato

Phonopolis
Play It Again Sports

Concordia University: Loyola
Campus
CSSS Cavendish
CSSS Cavendish SIPPE (Services
intégrés en périnatalité et pour la
petite enfance) Projet
Dawson Student Union
DESTA Black Youth Network
Emploi Jeunesse
English Montreal School Board
Farha Foundation
Fédération du Québec pour le
planning des naissances (FQPN)
Fondation de la Visite
Fondation Quebecoise du SIDA
Gender Creative Kids Canada
Girls Action Foundation
Hawkins Group Home
HIPPY Quebec
HoJo (Housing and Jobs) Concordia
Student Union
Indigenous Women and Two-Spirit
Harm Reduction Coalition
John Abbott College
L’Anonyme
L’Injecteur
LaSalle College
Lower Canada College
Maison de la culture NDG
Maison des Jeunes Côte-des-Neiges
Maison Mosaik
Marymount Academy
McGill Faculty of Medicine:
Community Health Alliance

Project
McGill Law Students Association
McGill Management International
Case Competition
McGill Rad Frosh
McGill School of Social Work
McGill University Health Centre:
Adolescent Medicine and Social
Pediatrics
Médecins du Monde
Méta d’ me
Midnight Kitchen
Milton-Parc Recreation Association
Moisson Montreal
Montreal Children’s Hospital:
DBACC Clinic
MotherWit Doula Care
NDG Community Center
NDG Community Council
NDG Food Depot
O3 On Our Own
Odyssey Group Home
One Full Circle
Philanthropic Foundations Canada
Phoenix Alternative High School
Pop Montreal International Music
Festival
Porchfest NDG
Prevention NDG
Project 10
QPIRG Concordia
QPIRG McGill
Quebec Board of Black Educators
Queer McGill

Pop Montreal
Provigo Supermarkets
Rae Dooley
Reuben’s Deli
Roma Gourmet Sausage
Saving Grace Tattoos Inc
Services Matrec
Setsuko Massage
Shaika Cafe
SMJ Glacier
Steve’s Music
Studio Bliss
St-Viateur Bagels
Tatouage Royal
Two Horses
The Forum Sports Bar
Thought Technology Ltd.
Two Horses Montreal

Regroupement des organismes
communautaires autonomes
jeunesse du Québec
Regroupement intersectoriel des
organisms communautaires de
Montréal
Réseau d’aide aux personnes seules
et itinérantes de Montréal
Roslyn Elementary School
Rudel Group Home
Saint Columba House
Setsuko Massage and Spa
Sexual Assault Centre of the McGill
Students’ Society (SACOMSS)
Solidarity Across Borders

FUNDERS

Annie Croll B’nai Tzedek Fund at
the Jewish Community Foundation
of Montreal
Aunt Magda
Beatrice Enid Foundation Fund
at the Foundation of Greater
Montreal
Betty Averbach Foundation
Caisse Desjardins de Notre-Damede-Grâce
Centraide of Greater Montreal
Copibec
Dufresne and Gauthier Foundation
ECHO Foundation
Emaral Investments
Emploi Québec
Eric T Webster
Financial Research Solutions
Fondation Québec Jeune
George Hogg Family Foundation
Gewurz Family Foundation
Gustav Levinschi Foundation

St. James Group Home
St. Luc High School
St. Mary’s Hospital
St. Raymond’s Community Centre
Stella
Syndicat Régional des
Professionnelles en Soins du
Québec
Table de concertation Jeunesse
NDG
Table de travailleurs de proximité
de CSSS Cavendish
Table des organismes
communautaires montréalais de
lutte contre le sida (TOMS)

Table Jeunesse NDG
TRAC- Travail de rue et action
communautaire
Tracom Crisis Center
Trans Legal Clinic
Unitarian Church of Montreal
Vanier College
Villa-Maria High School
Walkley Community Centre
Westhaven Community Center
Westmount High School
Women on the Rise
Youth in Motion

Henry and Berenice Kaufmann
Foundation
Home Depot Canada
Howick Foundation
Jim & Diana Bouchard Charitable
Fund
MAC AIDS Fund
Mackenzie Financial Charitable
Foundation
McGill Law Students Association
Ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir
et du Sport
Ministère de l’emploi et de la
solidarité social
Ministère de la famille et des aînés
(Halte Garderie)
Programme de soutien aux
organismes communautaires
(PSOC)
Programme Montreal Interculturel
Public Health Agency of Canada
Roasters

Service Canada : Canada Summer
Jobs
Services intégrés en périnatalité et
pour la petite enfance (SIPPE)
State Street Foundation
Telus Corporation
The Benevity Community Impact
Fund
The Holt Foundation
Unitarian Church of Montreal
United Way of Halton and Hamilton
United Way of Ottawa
United Way of Greater Toronto
Ville de Montréal
Ville de Montréal-Ouest
Zeller Family Foundation
The Pathy Family Foundation
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OUR TEAM

J2K TEAM:

Junior, Xavier, Neil, Brandon, Jay,

HEAD & HANDS:

Rhonda, Neil, Allyson, Mylène, Andrea, Charlie,
Ralph, Richenda, Liz, Isabel, Caro, Bita, Devon

YPP TEAM:

Allyson, Laura, Marnie, Ede

CONTACT INFO:

www.headandhands.ca
Tel: 514 481 0277 | Fax: 514 481 2336
3465 Avenue Benny, Montreal, QC H4B 2R9
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